Titan-to-Titan is a program that brings current students and retirees together in a day of service. You have the opportunity to go to the home of an older alum and help out with various tasks around their home—from cleaning out garages and flower beds to some light house work and opening a pool—our beloved alumni can use your help.

Morning and afternoon shifts are available; work sessions run three hours or less; transportation is provided; and free T-shirts are given to volunteers. Friends can sign up together to work a job site or you can be placed with a team. The folks you are helping are senior citizens who loved their IWU experience and love connecting with current students. The service you give will be matched by their appreciation and good will.

Sponsored by The Office of the Associate Dean of Students and The Student Volunteer and Resource Center.

To sign up, email volunteer@iwu.edu no later than May 15th.

May Term Goals

Curricular Experimentation allows students to approach traditional subject matter in nontraditional ways or to examine concepts and issues not part of the standard curriculum performing or visual arts.

Crossing Traditional Boundaries challenges students to consider ideas from many perspectives in courses taught by faculty from several disciplines or professions.

Student/Faculty Collaboration enables students to pursue individually selected topics under the direction of a faculty member or to engage in collaborative research with professors.

Intellectual Transformation occurs in courses that are once-in-a-lifetime experiences designed to expose students to new cultures or to encourage them to develop a critical perspective on familiar ideas.

Service and Internships allow students to apply their knowledge in the local community or at sites as far away as Hong Kong.